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Welcome to the sixteenth edition of Perspectives.
As we progress towards the summer, global investors have to climb a new “wall of worry”: a populist government
in Italy, European banks under pressure, a potential “domino” effect in Emerging markets (Argentina, Turkey,
Brazil, etc.) and the Tariff debate. Meanwhile, the U.S stays unscathed as strong economic and earnings
momentum continue to propel the Nasdaq index to new highs. In this publication, we review these recent
developments and explain why they should not be treated in isolation. Indeed, we live in a world of financial
interconnectedness; a European crisis will further strengthen the dollar, which itself will spur more stress in
Emerging markets and so on. Both will affect investors’ sentiment and weigh on global credit spreads and
equity valuations. As such, it is difficult to envisage even the U.S staying fully insulated.

Global investors have to climb a new
Wall of Worry: a populist government in Italy,
European banks under pressure, a potential
Domino effect in Emerging markets and the
Tariff debate.
Moving to the MENA region, our regional equity markets have been the most resilient within emerging
markets so far this year. There are some idiosyncratic stories (e.g economic reforms, index inclusions, etc.)
which continue to support foreign inflows into the region. But the peg to the dollar for most GCC currencies
and the continued strength of the oil price have also been supporting relative performance of MENA equities
versus global emerging markets. In the “special focus” of the month, we share our view that Oil price risk is
skewed on the upside. The “hot topic” is on Jordan, a country in crisis where a new government is taking
control. We end this edition on a thematic note highlighting how the Middle East can benefit from China’s
new Silk Road.
We hope you will find this issue insightful. It could indeed be a long, hot summer.

Disclaimer. This document is provided to you by Al Mal Capital PSC (“AMC”) for informational purposes only, and contains proprietary information that may not to be publicly
distributed to, or used by you, or any third parties without AMC’s prior written consent. All figures and numerical representations appearing in this document have not been
audited and any references to AMC and returns are indicative only. Although all information and opinions expressed in this document were obtained from sources believed to
be reliable and in good faith, no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made by AMC as to its accuracy or completeness. AMC and any of its affiliates make no
guarantee, assurance, or representation what so ever as to the expected or projected success, profitability, return, savings, performance, result, effect, consequence, or benefit
(either legal, regulatory, tax, financial, accounting, or otherwise) of any instrument, product, strategy or service described here in this document.
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For some investors, looking at markets in the “rear view mirror” sounds useless
as “past performance does not guarantee future returns”. The last statement
is definitely true but understanding market action can sometimes provide
investors important insights.
Looking at the performance of selected asset classes since the start of the year (as of the end of May), there is a very interesting
divergence of performance taking place within risk assets. Indeed, the decent performance posted by US equities over the last two
months (e.g the Nasdaq is up +5.6%) contrasts the bloodbath taking place within Emerging markets, whether it will be on the
equities, fixed income or local currency side. But the underperformance versus the U.S is not just an emerging markets phenomena
as Europe and Japan equities have been lagging as well (see International ex-US equities performance on the chart below).

Year to date and Q2 returns for selected asset classes (as of the end of May)
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The US economy is becoming a little bit too hot
Actually, macro fundamentals seem to validate the outperformance
of US assets not only over the last 2 months but since the US
election day (November 2016). Indeed, Mr. Trump was elected
on a “bring back some jobs to the US” mandate and it is difficult
to say that he has failed on this. The May US payrolls data
showed the unemployment rate at its lowest level in almost 50
years and average hourly earnings rising. On top of this, the
latest ISM numbers on manufacturing were strong, especially on
prices which are rising fast. Comments by Industrial executives
suggested that the US is doing well but the stimulus injected in
the system is creating too much inflationary pressure. This
could indicate that the goldilocks economy (growth without
inflation) could soon leave place to the “overheat” phase we

described in our May Perspectives – and this could drive both
US rates and the dollar upwards.
For now, US equities have been performing reasonably well.
Earnings estimates continue to be revised upwards, something
unusual at this time of the year. With the S&P 500 still below
recent highs, market P/E is thus more reasonable than it was at
the start of the year.
At the time of our writing, the Nasdaq 100 broke to new highs
as the “FANGs” have resumed leadership while small-caps
continued to outperform large-caps. In this context of rising
long-term bond yields and firming inflation, cyclicals continue
to outperform defensives.
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Fundamentals outweigh Tariffs, at least for now
Boosting US economic growth and bringing jobs back to the
US, particularly in manufacturing, are some aims in President
Trump’s proposed trade restrictions on a range of goods.
Manufacturing, however, has been declining in the US (and
other major developed economies) for many years and it seems
largely unrealistic to expect a revival. The US remains a high
labour cost economy and its comparative advantage lies in
more highly skilled industries. Furthermore, IMF simulations
show that a 10% US tariff on all imports of goods from the
rest of the world cuts US GDP by about one percentage point
in the long term, and reduces GDP in the rest of the world by
0.3 per cent. To make a long story short, everyone loses.
There have been a lot of back and forth discussion on Tariffs
over the last months and they have been acting as an additional
source of volatility for the markets since the start of the year.

However, we would point out that Tariffs are at the negotiation
stage and are thus unlikely to come into effect any time soon.
And while these negotiations are uncomfortable, the proposed
tariffs are dwarfed by fiscal policy changes.
As it stands now, we believe investors are overestimating the
potential impact of increased trade tensions and underestimating
the potential impact of fiscal stimulus.
Indeed, according to a research report by Strategas (see chart
below), tariffs estimated impact for the US is $80bn whereas
the effects of fiscal policy (Tax cuts, government spending and
repatriation) this year are estimated at $800bn.
We do believe that investors would be wise to skip the political
commentary and focus on earnings.

Comparing this size of Tariffs with incremental Fiscal Policy (CY 2018, $bn) – Source: Strategas
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Tariffs are at the negotiation stage and are thus unlikely to come into effect
any time soon. And while these negotiations are uncomfortable, the proposed
tariffs are dwarfed by fiscal policy changes.
Europe is lagging
While the US economy is surprising on the upside, Europe has
been disappointing (after a very decent 2017). Most indicators
(ISM, Citigroup surprise index) point towards the same
direction, i.e Europe is underperforming the U.S. And the
Italian upcoming crisis (see next article – Italexit) is setting
the stage for a bumpy period ahead in the Eurozone. As it has
been the case during the latest European crisis, EU banks are
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taking the hit as the sector has already lagged behind the
broader market by 20 per cent since February. There is also a
very specific attention paid to Deutsche Bank, which has been
identified by the IMF as the Bank posing the greatest systemic
risk to the global financial system. The German flagship bank
was trading at an all-time low at the time of our writing.

Citigroup economic surprises index - Eurozone versus the U.S

Could Turkey and Argentina turmoil trigger a global emerging markets crisis?
While Europe and Italy in particular are among the main
concerns for investors, emerging markets have been under
heavy pressure since the start of the second quarter. As shown
on the chart below, the hardest hit EM assets has actually been

forex while bonds and equities have been correcting as well.
Since the start of the quarter, the Emerging local currency bond
index is down -9% whereas the Emerging hard currency bond
index is down -5%.

Emerging markets stocks, bonds and FX are all correcting (source: www.zerohedge.com)
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In dollar terms (hence taking into account currency depreciation), some EM equity markets have been particularly hit. This is the
case for instance of Argentina (-26% since the start of Q2), Turkey (-21.7% quarter to date), Brazil (-20%) and Mexico (-11.4%).

Consensus view seems to be that although the external environment is playing
a role in the recent emerging markets weakness, most of the losses have been
endured by some isolated cases such as Argentina and Turkey.
And they have a point. As shown on the chart below, the countries which have
suffered the most since the start of the year are indeed the ones which are
currently facing widening current account deficit and rising external debt
Argentine and Turkish markets are getting hit for a reason (source: JP Morgan)
Argentine and Turkish markets are getting hit for a reason

Bubble size indicates magnitude of YTD return on blended portfolio of EM equities, EM cash and EM bonds by country. Green bubble for positive returns, red bubble for
negative returns.
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Source: JP Morgan Global Index Research, JPMAM, Bloomberg, IIF, Haver. May 24, 2018 or most recent data available. Blended portfolio composed 50% of MSCI EM equity,
and 50% split evenly among JPM ELMI Plus (T-Bills), JPM EMBI Global Diversiﬁed (external hard currency depbt) and JPM GBI-EM Global Diversiﬁed (term debt in local currency).
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The case of Turkey is story-telling in the sense that the collapse of the Turkish Lira in May looks to be a self-inflicted domesticallydriven event rather than the consequence of a broad emerging market sell-off.
To put things into context, it is worth remembering that Turkey
enjoyed better than expected GDP growth in 2017 as the
country has responded positively to strong fiscal impulse
(government effort to reignite economic growth through a
guaranteed lending scheme). The scheme saved SMEs, brought
volume to financial institutions and supported consumer
demand (e.g record high auto sales). Overall, the economy
surged and led to record earnings growth for companies. The
European recovery also helped.
But stability could falter if policy proved inadequate to curb
inflation and currency pressure. Indeed, Turkey has been an
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exception to a broad trend within EM of shrinking balance of
payments deficits and rising foreign exchange reserves. As we
entered 2018, the structural growth story was intact for Turkey
but the country has been entering into a period full of concerns
(rising inflation, rising current account and budget deficits,
rising debt). Moreover, the central bank is now facing a very
complicated task when fighting inflation through hiking rates as
Turkey’s cheap credit in 2017 led to a construction boom.
Turkey has called snap presidential and parliamentary elections
for June 24 and polls show Erdogan as the strongest candidate
to win the presidential vote. With elections coming soon, the

government is pushing economic growth further. With real GDP
growth at 7%, this makes Turkey one of the fastest-growing
economies in the world. But international investors are becoming
more worried about the cost of such growth. Turkey has inflation
of over 10%. The country is also importing more goods than it
exports leading to an increasing trade deficit. Most investors
believe the government should be trying to lower inflation and
the current account deficit (currently -7%, the worst figure
within EM).
The attitude of Erdogan is also challenging international financial
markets by restating his strong opposition to increasing interest
rates. But without an increase in interest rates, the lira will continue
to depreciate. We note that total foreign currencies reserves at
the IMF for Turkey are among the lowest within Global EM.
Erdogan knows that the way to win the election is by improving
the economic situation. This is why he declared 2018 as the

year of performance, growth and employment. But a falling
currency brings other economic risks such as a decrease in
consumer confidence.
Turkey is also suffering from two other headwinds this year: 1)
Rising oil prices (a move from $50 to $100 costs 1.5% of GDP
growth) and; 2) Rising dollar (given sizeable amount of $ debt);
Two of Turkey’s largest companies have been seeking to reorganize $12 billion in bank loans. International investors are
watching Turkish banks. They want to know about the quality
of loans they have provided and whether borrowers are still
making payments. Turkish bank stocks continue to lose value
and are now at their lowest level in nine years. While most
specialists believe that the banking system is still strong, others
warn that banks may reduce their lending in the future and
such a move would likely affect growth.

To sum up, there are indeed some
fundamental reasons to explain the
current weakness of Turkish assets.
But what should then be concluded
regarding the more gradual selloffs
observed in places like Indonesia,
Malaysia, Mexico or Brazil?
For instance, we are now seeing the Brazilian Real tumbling below
3.80. The Brazilian Central Bank is now forced to intervene via
swaps and have not been very successful in doing so.
The concern is that if the selloff accelerates beyond 4.00, it
could provide the green light for a broader EM crisis because as
Bank of America wrote one month ago, “EM FX never lies and a
plunge in Brazilian real toward 4 versus US dollar is likely to
cause deleveraging and contagion across credit portfolios.”
Here again, there are some idiosyncratic reasons behind Brazil’s
weakness (e.g. Truck drivers’ strike, corruption scandals, etc.)
but couldn’t we make any parallels between this broadening
emerging markets correction with the one that happens in
2013 during the “Taper tantrum”?
Early June, Urjit Patel, the Governor of the Reserve Bank of
India, made a very interesting comment. To his point of view,
the current emerging market turbulence episode cannot be

attributed to the US Federal Reserve’s moves on interest rates,
which have been rising steadily since December 2016 in a
calibrated manner. However, Patel is still linking the current EM
weakness with the Fed. According to him, emerging markets are
currently suffering from a dollar shortage which stems from the
confluence of two significant events: 1) the Fed’s balance sheet
reduction is one and; 2) the dramatic increase in US Treasury
issuance to pay for Trump’s tax cuts. To his view, both events
are drastically soaking up dollar liquidity.
As a result, Patel blames a lack of coordination between the Fed
and Treasury on the adverse flow across global funding markets
as a result of this decline in dollar liquidity, and writes that
“given the rapid rise in the size of the US deficit, the Fed must
respond by slowing plans to shrink its balance sheet. If it does
not, Treasuries will absorb such a large share of dollar liquidity
that a crisis in the rest of the dollar bond markets is inevitable.”
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The ominous signs of a dollar funding shortage
What the Reserve Bank of India is mentioning can be visualized
in the chart below which put these two parallel processes
together. On one hand there is the so called “Quantitative
Tightening”, or the gradual decline in the Fed’s balance sheet
which is set to grow from a rate of $30 billion a month to

$50 billion a month by October. On the other hand, US net
Treasury issuance is set to jump from $700m currently to
$1.2 trillion in 2018 and 2019 in order to cover the forecasted
budget deficit of $804 billion and $981 billion in 2018
and 2019.

The withdrawal of dollar funding by the Fed is rising with the issuance of debt by the US government
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This combined effect could be terrible news for Emerging
Markets, which are in desperate need of reversing the ongoing
dollar outflows. Unfortunately, the continued use of fiscal stimulus
by the Trump administration through excess debt issuance is
likely to accelerate this “double whammy” for global markets
which will have as a consequence one key event: the evaporation
of dollar funding, not only from sovereign debt markets but in
short-term funding markets as well as the recent spike in the
Libor-OIS spread showed (see April edition of Perspectives).

case risks a broader contagion, first in Emerging Markets and
then everywhere else.

The US Federal Reserve has a choice: it can simply ignore the
ongoing troubles it is (indirectly) causing for Emerging Markets
- after all the Nasdaq just hit a new all-time high - but in that

It is by the way ironic to see that although the Fed’s balance
sheet has barely declined (see chart below), reputable foreign
central bankers are already demanding the Fed to stop the pain.

Instead, according to Patel, slowing the pace of balance sheet
reduction would help smooth the impact on emerging markets
and limit effects on global growth through the supply chains
that span both developed and emerging economies. Otherwise,
the possibility of a “sudden stop” for the global economic
recovery will increase.

Even a small decrease in the Fed Balance sheet is creating some stress in the market (source: zerohedge.com)
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One can only imagine the chaos and turmoil in EMs (and then Developed Markets) in four months-time, when not only the peak
of the Fed’s monthly shrinkage hits sometime in October, but when for the first time since the financial crisis, global central
bank liquidity will shift from a net injection to a net drain and then accelerate as both the ECB and BOJ proceed to taper their
own Fed monetization.

Investment conclusion
In light of the above, should we conclude that with the US
economy outperforming the rest of the world, US assets (equities,
debt and FX) are the only safe place to be?
Our first take on this is that global economy and financial markets
seem to be increasingly integrated. As such, it would be difficult
to fully disconnect what could happen in Europe and Emerging
markets from the performance of US assets. In light of the recent
market developments, we would reiterate the global outlook we
shared with our readers and clients at the start of this year.
Overall, we expect another year of respectable economic growth,
higher corporate profits and rising equity markets. But investors
need to factor in a context of central banks transitioning from
loosening to tightening (Fed to shrink its balance sheet by 10%
& raise rates 3x, ECB to slow down bond buying program from
EUR 60bn p.m to EUR 30bn, etc.).
It might sound contradictory but while the economy is expected
to be stronger in 2018 than in 2017, financial markets might be
not as good as last year – or at least they are expected to be
much more volatile than last year (which is already the case).
As such, we continue to believe that this year is all about relative
value and active management.
We continue to favor equities over bonds. It is hard to say that
equities are cheap but at this stage of the cycle they still look
more attractive than bonds. Over the last few months, equity
performance has been driven by earnings which is a rather positive
sign. In terms of regional exposure, we believe that investors need
to stay diversified and be selective. This is applies to Emerging

markets as well. For instance, our regional MENA equity markets
have been resilient so far this year. Indeed, the S&P Pan Arab
Index is the best performing EM index so far this year with a
(price) performance of almost +8% as of the end of May.
Idiosyncratic factors unfolding in the Middle East might be
helping the region to de-couple from the broader EM universe.
The rebound of the Egyptian’s economy is one of them but the
continuous new flow in Saudi Arabia is also a key driver. GCC
equity markets are unique in the sense that they benefit from
rising oil prices while being priced in dollar – i.e. they do not
expose investors to non-USD currency risk.
Within developed markets US earnings momentum is
outperforming the other regions. That being said, cycle analysis
seems to indicate that mid-term election years in the US are
back-end loaded. The first 9 months of the year are usually
volatile and range-trading while Q4 is very strong.
Selectivity in terms of sector is also an important within US
equities. We like segment of the markets most likely to benefit
from reflation such as Regional banks (which also benefit from
deregulation), Industrials, Materials, capex-oriented IT and small
caps (tax reform beneficiaries).
Last but not least, our contrarian call on commodities seems to
have legs (more details in “Perspectives May 2018 – Commodities:
A perfect storm might be brewing”). As shown on the table below,
commodities have been performing reasonably well so far this
year. In this edition of Perspectives, we have a closer look on the
future direction of oil prices (see “Special focus: Oil price risk is
skewed on the upside”).

Year to date returns (in %) for selected commodities (as of the end of May)
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Here we go. Europe is going through another crisis, with the epicenter moving
from Greece to Italy. It has had several already, because from the start of the
Eurozone project few of the troubled countries have made the fundamental
reforms needed to meet their obligations. Instead, the richer parts of the
currency union, Germany in particular, have advanced funds on conditions of
austerity that not only ignore the fundamentals but are otherwise
counterproductive. ECB and Mr Draghi “whatever it takes” have played a key
role as well. The recipients of all of these funds pretended that they will abide
by Brussels and ECB conditions, while the “core” European countries, in order
to avoid the disruption of a prolonged financial crisis, pretended to believe
them. But Europe is a democracy, and voters do not necessarily agree with the
“technocrats” conditions. Then a populist access to power, and a new crisis
happens according to roughly the same script as the previous one.
On the 5th of March, the day after the Italian election, most
watchers were relatively calm about the result (basically a
“hung” parliament) and identified only a small tail risk: the
unlikely possibility of a populist majority government.
Almost three months later, Italy just got that: a coalition
between the anti-establishment Five Star Movement and the
nationalist Northern League. President Sergio Mattarella gave
Giuseppe Conte, a professor of law and a civic lawyer, the mandate
to form a new government, one whose agenda clearly worried
Brussels as well as investors. A combination of more spending
and tax cuts could very well end the fiscal prudence of previous
governments, turning Italy’s primary surplus into a deficit.

Not surprisingly, Italian equities and bonds have come under
pressure under this news. Italian government bond spreads
against Germany rose to their highest level since June 2017
(see chart below) and the euro fell to its lowest this year against
the US dollar. At the time of our writing, contagion outside Italy
has been limited so far. European equity indices are rangetrading, in line with other major developed markets. Spreads of
other peripheral bond markets such as Spain and Portugal have
increased, but less than half of the increase in Italian spreads.
European core government bonds (especially German Bund)
meanwhile benefitted from a flight to safety.

Italian and German 10-yar Government bond yields in % (source: Pictet & Datastream)
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The weaker euro may be a silver lining for other Eurozone
markets, especially for export- and USD-sensitive Germany, but
for the Eurozone as a whole, Italian politics may not help
investor confidence. A more volatile period for Italian and perhaps
also European assets may be ahead.
Below, we first review Italy’s fundamentals and look at the

secular reasons behind this new political change in the
Mediterranean country. We then go through the key points of
the coalition’s fiscal plans, why it could be a recipe for a debt
crisis and how bad a debt crisis could be.
We then try to answer to the most bruising question: what is
the risk of “Italexit” (i.e Italy leaving the Eurozone)?

Anatomy of a crisis
Over the last few years, investors have been able to focus back on
some of Italy’s more positive fundamentals. After years of
stagnation, the economy is growing at more than 1 per cent in
inflation adjusted terms. The current account is showing a surplus
of more than 2 per cent of GDP. As is the fiscal balance, once adjusted
for the economic cycle and interest costs. Reforms to the labour
market and other areas of the economy are being implemented.
Italy’s debt profile (more on this later) is also not quite as
troubling as the headlines suggest. The average duration of
Italian government’s liabilities has lengthened, while domestic
investors hold the lion’s share of this debt.
Finally, membership of the euro is popular among Italians – the
latest survey shows 70 per cent support.
Now comes the hard part. The Italian economy is still uncompetitive
relative to the single currency’s “core” members.
First, Italy has among the lowest ratios of working age to total
population of all major developed countries, at under 65 per cent
compared to an average of 66.4 per cent for the OECD overall.

And with a low birth-rate and ageing population – 21 per cent
of Italians are over 65 – that proportion will only get worse.
Italy has also one of the world’s worst labour productivity rates
and only Greece has lower GDP per hour worked in the OECD.
According to Pictet estimates, should Italy adopt a new, floating
currency, it would immediately have to devalue by up to 30 per
cent to regain lost competitiveness.
Since the creation of the monetary union, Italy has simply not
been able to “adjust” its economy. This can be seen in the chart
below, which shows the changes in unit labor costs, current
account balances and unemployment rates in peripheral
European countries since 2009. The chart shows that Greece
and Ireland have made the biggest adjustment so far, i.e. biggest
decline in unit labour costs and current account deficits, while
Italy has instead seen a rise in unit labour costs since 2009. In
other words, ten years since the Lehman crisis and six years
since the euro debt crisis, Italy’s labour cost adjustment has not
even begun, and if it does, it is safe to say that Rome faces a
political crisis the likes of which it has not seen in a long time.

Peripheral countries’ economic adjustment since 2009
Change from 2008/2009 peak to 2017. Current account balance changes are as of % GDP. (Source: European Commission, Bloomberg, J.P. Morgan)
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Over the last decade, growth has been anemic in Italy. The
country’s per capita GDP in 2018 is about 8% below its level
in 2007, the year before the global financial crisis triggered
the Great Recession. And the IMF’s projections for 2023
suggest that Italy will still not have fully recovered from the
cumulative output losses of the past decade.
Among the 11 advanced economies that were hit by severe
financial crises in 2007-2009, only Greece has suffered a
deeper and more protracted economic depression. Greece and
Italy were the two economies carrying the highest debt
burdens at the outset of the crisis (109% and 102% of GDP,
respectively), leaving them poorly positioned to cope with
major adverse shocks. Since the crisis erupted a decade ago,
economic stagnation and costly banking weaknesses have
propelled debt burdens even higher, despite a decade of
exceptionally low interest rates.

On the surface, general government debt appears to have
stabilized since 2013, at around 130% of GDP. However, this
“stability” is misleading. General government debt is not the
whole story for Italy, even setting aside the private debt loads
and the recent renewed upturn in nonperforming bank loans
(a daunting legacy of the financial crisis). When evaluating
Italy’s sovereign risk, the central bank’s debts (Target2
balances) must be added to those of the general government.
As the most recent available data (through March) show,
these balances increase the ratio of public-sector debt to GDP
by 26%. With many investors pulling out of Italian assets,
capital flight in the more recent data is bound to show up as
an even bigger Target2 hole. This debt, unlike pre-1999, preeuro Italian debt, cannot be inflated away. In this regard, it is
much like emerging markets’ dollar-denominated debts: it is
either repaid or restructured.

Italy’s General Government Debt and Target 2 Balances (% of GDP), 1861-2018

A backdrop of chronic slow growth and a sovereign-debt
level currently hovering around 160% of GDP already
paint a bleak picture. But the flood of migrants and
asylum seekers from Africa and the Levant are making
the situation even more complicated and to a large
extent has led to the rise of populist coalition in Italy.
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The coalition’s fiscal plans: Recipe for a debt crisis
With such a high level of debt, can rising interest rates unleash
a debt crisis in Italy? The answer would be NO only under
2 conditions:
Condition 1: rising interest rates reflects a strong
economic recovery.
Condition 2: the Italian government would be prepared to
cooperate with European authorities—the European Union,
the European Stability Mechanism (ESM) and the European
Central Bank (ECB)—to manage a loss of market confidence.
Borrowing costs have indeed started to rise, but they are not
linked to the strength of the recovery. They rather reflect
market concerns on the ability of the new government to
cooperate with European authorities and fulfill the conditions
required by the ESM and the ECB for Italy to obtain required
for support.
So what is exactly the economic and political program of
the new coalition?
Let’s first take a closer look at the incentives facing the incoming
coalition government. To succeed in the next election, the two
parties will want to deliver on their major promises. Are the
promises featured in the M5S-League contract compatible
with a scenario in which Italy (and Europe) do not end up facing
a debt crisis? And what might happen if they are not?
M5S and League’s electoral promises are both centered on a
more expansionary fiscal stance, although with major differences.
M5S promised the introduction of a minimum guaranteed

income—which appealed to voters in the economically
suffering south. The League party promised a flat tax—which
appealed to voters in the economically thriving north. Both
parties advocated the repeal of a controversial pension reform
introduced in 2011 by the government of former Prime
Minister Mario Monti. The government contract between the
two parties features all three promises. Moreover, both parties
have committed to repeal an otherwise automatic hike in the
value-added tax (VAT) planned in the 2018 budget.
How much would this largesse cost, and how might it be
financed? Counting in some of the minor promises, the total
would reach a whopping €109-126 billion (6 to 7 percent of
GDP). And the government contract is vague on how these
measures would be funded.
As a result, the makeup of the new government, and its
contract for governing, make it difficult to imagine a course of
policy that would not put it on collision course with financial
markets and the European Union. The magnitude of the
increase in the deficit implied by the combined measures will
likely violate all EU and domestic fiscal rules and put debt on
an unsustainable trajectory. Furthermore, the possibility that
the government may use “mini-BOTs”—tradable government
securities for settling arrears, potentially creating a homegrown
source of monetary financing inside the currency union—is
deeply worrisome. Schemes of this type have been tried, and
failed, in emerging-market crises. Markets may see them as
the first step towards the reintroduction of a national
currency—and they may well be right.

The makeup of the new
government, and its contract for
governing, make it difficult to
imagine a course of policy that
would not put it on collision
course with financial markets and
the European Union
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How bad would a debt crisis be?
A crisis could be horrific, for two reasons. First, none of the
powerful stabilization instruments that the euro area has
developed over the years could be deployed to rescue Italy.
Following crisis-related downgrades, Italy would no longer be
eligible for the ECB’s quantitative easing bond-purchasing program.
The ECB would stop accepting Italian bonds as collateral.
Access to emergency support programs—the ESM, and through
it, the Outright Monetary Transactions (OMT) program—would
be conditional on fiscal adjustment, the opposite of what Italy’s
new government has promised. Unless the government were to
change course, it would be forced to exit the euro, even if this is
not its current plan (more on this in the next point).

And then, there is Italy’s interconnectedness and size. With the
ECB using all available tools to limit contagion, the euro might
survive Italexit. But an exit would nonetheless put Italy, the euro
area economy, and the European Union in deep distress. With
credit, investment, and consumer confidence collapsing, Italy would
enter a deep recession. Redenominating assets and liabilities of
Italian corporates and banking would trigger bankruptcies and
legal conflict. The resulting acrimony — both within the country
and across Europe — would dwarf what was witnessed during
the 2010–12 crisis. If Italy also exits the European Union, a
massive trade shock would aggravate the financial crisis and
recession in Italy and Europe at large. As shown on the chart
below, Italy is way more systemic than Greece.

Italy vs. Greece
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Is Italexit feasible?
In light of the above, it is likely that the new government will aim
for the “better of two worlds”: 1) ask for budget concessions to
Brussels to please their voting base; 2) Avoid to exit the Eurozone
given the complexity and downside risk attached to it. But to
get the concessions from Brussels, they need to threaten the
EU with exiting the Eurozone, knowing that “Italy is too big to fail”
and that Brussels and the ECB will ultimately have to bind.
Should Italy new government threaten to exit the EU, concerns
about the cost of an “Italexit” will most likely be raised. One of the
exit costs for Italy will be its record Target2 (debt to central banks)
negative balance. Indeed, with €426 billion, Italy has the highest
Target2 deficit with the Eurosystem (Spain is a close second with
€377 billion). As highlighted by a recent research report by JP
Morgan, it was only a year and half ago that in a letter to European
Parliament MPs, ECB President Draghi made the stunning

admission that a country can leave the Eurozone but only if it
settles its bill first, or as Mr. Draghi said “if a country were to leave
the Eurosystem, its national central bank’s claims on or liabilities
to the ECB would need to be settled in full.”
By linking the Eurozone exit cost to Target2 balances, where
Germany is on the other end with a receivable balance of nearly
€1 trillion, Draghi “reminded” populist politicians in Europe that
a euro exit or divorce would be difficult and even more costly
relative to the past because of the continued rise in Target2
balances following the ECB’s QE program.
As the chart on the next page shows, due to QE induced cross
border flows since 2015, Target2 balances have exploded since
the launch of the ECB’s QE (and third Greek bailout in 2015),
and surpassed the previous extremes from the depths of the
euro debt crisis in the summer of 2012.
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Eurosystem Target2 (debt to central bank) balances

According to the ECB, the vast majority of bonds purchased
by national central banks under the QE were sold by
counterparties that are not resident in the same country as
the purchasing national central bank, and roughly half of the
purchases were from counterparties located outside the euro
area, most of which mainly access the Target2 payments
system via the Deutsche Bundesbank. In other words, due to
investors’ preferences, the excess liquidity created by the
ECB’s QE program since 2015 did not stay in peripheral
countries, but leaked out to creditor nations such as Germany,
which got flooded with even more liquidity.
Incidentally, this is precisely the opposite of what Mario
Draghi described to policymakers and the general public about
the stated intention of the ECB’s QE, which was meant to
boost the periphery, not the core, as the later was already
benefiting thanks to the Euro’s fixed rate, effectively
subsidizing core European exporters at the expense of peripheral
nations desperate for external, or currency, devaluation.
Target2 liabilities represent a cost for a country exiting the
euro, assuming of course that Germany has for sure intends
to satisfy its unwritten contractual obligations. In other words,
Target 2 balances represent national central banks’ claims on
or liabilities to the ECB that, according to Draghi, would need
to be settled in full, and thus represented leverage that the
Eurozone had over any potential quitters.
But, as a JPM research report notes, this is where the
controversy arises, because what if a departing country - most
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likely about to default on its external liabilities and already set
to redenominate its currency - reneges on its Target2 liability?
After all, not only are those intra-Eurosystem Target2 claims
and liabilities uncollateralized, but any exiting country would
have little to lose by burning all bridges with Europe when it
gives up on using the “common currency.”

In this case, a euro exit by a debtor country
would represent more of a cost to creditor
countries such as Germany rather than to
the exiting country itself. And, as shown in
the chart above, Germany for sure has a lot
of implicit accumulated costs, roughly €1
trillion to be precise, as a result of preserving
a currency union that allowed German
exporters to benefit from a euro dragged
lower by the periphery, relative to where the
Deutsche Mark would be trading today.
Besides Traget 2, another important point is the
“domestication” of Italy’s government debt. On one hand,
foreign banks’ exposure to Italian debt has sharply decreased
since 2008 (see chart on the next page). The largest foreign
banks’ exposure to Italian debt being the French banks
followed by the German ones.

Exposure to Italian debt is half of what it was in 2008

However, the reason why foreign banks have been able to dump their Italian exposure has been the role played by the European
Central Bank QE program (see chart below). This would be another costs to endorse by those who stay “in”.

Changes in holdings of Italian government securities by investor type, rolling 12 months, EUR bn
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Why Italexit is unlikely and what is the real danger for the markets
From the various points mentioned above, it looks like Italy is
not only too big to save but also too big to fail for the rest of
the Eurozone. The level of Target 2 liabilities and the amount of
Italian sovereign bonds held by both the ECB and French/
German commercial banks give a lot of bargaining power to the
new Italian coalition in gaining some concessions by Brussels
while staying in the Eurozone.
While Italy’s membership in the euro area may live to see another
day, the costs of doing so could still be high. Indeed, we do
believe that the situation will need to escalate BEFORE the
coalition government corrects course. A scenario in which Italy
loses market access - perhaps triggered by a downgrade followed by an unsuccessful negotiation attempt with European
authorities looks to have a decent probability attached to it.
For sure, current market complacency has lots to do with the
fact that many investors still believe in the ECB wild card, i.e
in case of meaningful Italy BTP spread widening, the European
Central Bank will intervene to cool down the situation.
But the major issue with the ECB wildcard is that it is at the
root of the problem, because while on one hand Italy wants its
fate to be independent of Mario Draghi’s goodwill, it also wants
cheap interest rates. The two are incompatible, especially if Italy
were to remain in the Eurozone and the ECB were to finish its
QE as it expects to do some time in early 2019.
Which brings us to what many believe is the biggest threat
from a market standpoint: the lack of a marginal buyer.
Here, as a recent Morgan Stanley research note highlight, the
‘buy on dip’ mentality has been a successful strategy for European
sovereign bonds since the sovereign debt crisis, given the
institutional backstop we have had since then. Since the peak
of the crisis, the market has undergone a prolonged period of
risk transfer of BTP holdings from foreign investors to the euro
system and domestic investors as the ECB has almost been
the only buyer of Italian bonds in the past few years.

70

%
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The current investor breakdown of Italian government debt
suggests that the majority of the bonds are now held by the
combination of the euro system and the Italian domestic
investors which together hold nearly 70% of the marketable
debt stock.
While, superficially, this holding structure could imply less
forced selling in times of stress such as now as the buyers are
admittedly price- and cost-indiscriminate, what is different
between now and the sovereign crisis is that since then
peripheral governments have had falling budget deficits due
to austerity and falling interest rates, which led to falling net
issuance in the past five years. This coincided with strong
buying power from domestic investors and the euro system to
absorb the selling flows.
Now, with the limited power of the ECB, coupled with a
significant rise in net issuance, who will be the marginal buyer
for the additional issuance is a key question. Frankly, looking
at the investor base, we believe that there may not be any
obvious candidate to support the BTP market if a bear case
fiscal expansion was to play out.
Putting all of the above together, we predict a bumpy road
ahead for BTP-Bund spreads; as we witnessed at the start of
June, the political uncertainty has certainly reintroduced a
significant credit premium into BTP-Bund spreads, removing
the QE premium from the BTP markets. With the potential
increase in the fiscal plan and rhetoric from the FSM-League
coalition that could undermine the euro project, it is difficult to
envisage any meaningful buying support for Italian government
debt in the near term.
Even though we expect the new coalition to moderate their
fiscal plan once the crisis will get really serious, we see the risk
of a further deterioration in market sentiment before a shift in
the policy. This means that BTPs and potentially risk assets could
follow a downward trajectory in the medium-term.

The current investor breakdown of
Italian government debt suggests
that the majority of the bonds are
now held by the combination of
the euro system and the Italian
domestic investors which together
hold nearly 70% of the marketable
debt stock.

Investment conclusion

Looking at things from a global angle, what just happened
in Italy is part of a worldwide trend of more populist
government pushing for less fiscal austerity and ultimately
more debt.
As shown on the chart below, traditional / “Democracy establishment” governments within G20 keep losing ground since the
early ‘2000s while “populist”, non-democracy and “weak democracy” governments now makes 70% of G-20 GDP weighted.
Interestingly, there is an inverse correlation between this trend and the share of labour within GDP.
If the newly-elected government aims to give back more share of GDP to labour, they might be tempted to apply the economic
and political programs they have been elected for. From a macro standpoint, this is a paradigm shift from the QE / fiscal
austerity era we have been going through over the last decade. To our opinion, this new reality should translate into more asset
price volatility but also an outperformance by equities and real assets while bonds and cash should suffer.

To our opinion, this new reality should translate into more
asset price volatility but also an outperformance by equities
and real assets while bonds and cash should suffer.
G20 type of government (rs) versus GDP weighted labor share (ls)
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Special Focus:
Oil price risk is
skewed on the
upside
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By mid-May, Brent crude oil hit its highest level since 2014
just above $80/bbl before falling almost 10% during the last
week of the month. This sudden pullback took place following
a meeting in St. Petersburg with the oil ministers of Russia,
Saudi Arabia and the UAE, where the possibility of ending the
OPEC+ production cut agreement was raised. According to some
reports, the purpose of a gradual easing of the cuts would be
to ‘stabilize’ the oil market and ‘ease consumer anxiety’.

long been in question and it was thus not a big surprise to see
oil prices correcting on the back of this new development. The
oil price decline was amplified by speculators forced to cut the
record net long futures positions they have been building over
the last few months.

The OPEC/Russia deal has been in place for the past 17
months and has been instrumental in helping to reduce global
crude inventories. The ‘Exit Strategy’ from this agreement has

We do not share this view. Despite greater clarity on the OPEC/
Russia response function, we do not consider this as a material
change to our bullish oil outlook for the following reasons.

For many investors, this trend reversal should be seen as a
sign that the Brent (and WTI) crude oil price has peaked.

The “US shale” trading range has been broken
of the time. But in 2018, this paradigm has been disintegrating.

When oil collapsed in 2014, investors came to the conclusion
that Oil prices would remain “lower for longer” within a price
band between $40 and $55, reflecting the range within which
the majority of US shale producers could turn a profit without
the risk of more shale production coming in. This wide price
band was nick-named the “US shale” trading range.

Not only did Brent prices climb to $80 a barrel last month for
the first time since 2014, but the entire Brent forward curve
is now trading above $60, including contracts for delivery as
far out as June 2026 (see chart below). This development is
probably the most important event for the oil market since the
crash as it implies that the “lower for longer” mindset is dead.

Between 2015 and 2017, oil prices traded in this range most

Brent and WTI oil prices forward curves (in $) as of the end of May (source: Bloomberg)
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Indeed, investors now have to live with the fact that US shale
production has been unable to meet rising global oil demand,
which has averaged 1.7m b/d per year since 2014 — double
the level at the start of this decade.
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As a consequence, inventories have drawn down, eliminating
the buffer that had been built up. The inevitable supply deficit
is very worrying, with very limited spare production capacity
available globally.
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Oil supply is expected to lag demand for the rest of 2018, further depleting inventories (source: IEA, Forbes)

WTI – Brent Crude Oil spread (source: zerohedge.com)
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The divergence is a sign of how stretched global oil supplies have become
even as U.S. output has climbed - overtaking Saudi Arabia and rivaling Russia.
This has contributed to soaring U.S. exports, which have hit a record of nearly
2.6 million barrels a day. Some analysts have said Brent’s push higher may be
a signal that U.S. oil can’t fill the void in the global oil market quickly enough.
There are various explanations for this change in supply/demand situation
On the supply side

On the demand side

1. In late 2016 OPEC and Russia engineered significant oil
production cuts in order to address an oversupplied oil
market. The compliance to this production cut has been
surprisingly high and in contrast to the 2014 decision,
OPEC’s strategy is having the desired effect. Over the
past year, despite strong U.S. shale production growth,
global inventories have steadily declined;

1. Oil market has enjoyed strong demand growth on the
back of the global economic recovery;

2. Meanwhile, oil production has been declining in Venezuela,
Libya and Angola and, more recently, non-OPEC production
outside of the US (e.g. Mexico, China) has been falling as well;

2. There is a slow recognition that electric cars will not
reach critical mass in the medium term (the next five
years) to sufficiently make up for the expected fall in oil
supplies due to a lack of investment. Recent Tesla woes
have also helped on that side.

3. The decline of oil prices in 2014-2015 led to a collapse in
capital expenditure (global capex has dropped -52% between
2014 and 2017). In the U.S, infrastructure constraints are
delaying record U.S. crude oil volumes to access the market.
Recent data shows accelerating rate declines across important
suppliers such as Brazil, Norway and Angola. A recent
Bloomberg report mentioned that Saudi Arabia needs to
invest $150 billion over the next 5 years if they want to
increase production while Kuwait needs $80 billion.

Overall, this means that even if OPEC and allies increase
production by 1 million bpd, this would only offset involuntary
production declines. A gradual increase of those 1 million bpd

would still result in an oil market deficit in Q3 2018, and
plunging Venezuelan production and possible Iran supply
disruptions would partially offset that 1-million-bpd increase.

A recent research report by Goldman Sachs highlighted
that although prices have historically declined after
the announcement of OPEC production increases, when
these occurred in a strong demand environment like
today, prices were on average 8 percent higher than
pre-announcement two months later.
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An upcoming regulation could drive oil prices substantially higher
But there is another dimension which is at this stage not fully
taken into account by the majorities of investors. Indeed, an
upcoming regulation that analysts have called “the biggest
change in oil market history” and the “the most disruptive
change in the refining industry” is lurking just around the
corner, and experts say that it will drive crude oil prices higher
as it will fundamentally shift the demand pattern for fuels.
The regulation concerns significantly limiting the sulfur content
in the fuel that ships use, in a bid to curb emissions from the
shipping industry.
The International Maritime Organization (IMO) has set January 1,
2020 as the starting date from which only low-sulfur fuel oil will
be allowed to be used for ships. The global sulfur limit on fuel oil
will be set at 0.50 percent m/m (mass/mass) in 2020, a significant
cut from the 3.5 percent m/m global limit currently in place.
The regulation will send demand for middle distillates such as diesel
and marine gasoil soaring, and refiners will have to shift some of
the products they will be processing from crude oil, analysts concur.
According to a Morgan Stanley research report, the stricter

regulation on the fuels used by the shipping industry will result
in booming demand for middle distillates that could boost
crude oil demand by an additional 1.5 million bpd, potentially
sending oil prices to as high as $90 a barrel in 2020.
In fuel oil prices, the forward curve has not yet fully priced in
the regulation, according to research from S&P Global Platts
Analytics last month. To their opinion, this is going to be the
most disruptive change to hit the refining industry in its history.
The forward curve for middle distillates currently shows little
change between 2019 and 2020 – underestimating the impact
of the new rules.
The timing of the new regulation will coincide with the effect on
supply from the underinvestment during the oil price crash and
the strength in demand, suggesting that the era of ‘lower for
longer’ oil prices is now behind us.
Looming shortages of supply and strong demand will combine
with the marine fuel regulation in 2020 to put additional
pressure on the physical oil market. According to some analysts,
demand for diesel and ultra-low sulfur fuel is expected to jump
by 2 million bpd-3 million bpd.

2018 is likely to be a turnaround year for oil
Based on the above, we believe there is now a decent probability
of seeing oil prices spiking above $100 per barrel.

future prices stabilize around a new anchor, near-term contracts
will surge this summer in line with seasonal demand.

The “shale price band” which has been prevailing in 2015-2017
seems to have been decisively broken and 2018 might be a
turnaround year for oil: the market will realize that US shale
alone cannot meet the world’s incremental demand growth and
future prices must rise to re-incentivize long-cycle investments
(or curtail demand).

With rising geopolitical risks and supply disruptions around Iran
and Venezuela growing, the danger is that oil prices spike
toward, and perhaps beyond, $100 even earlier than expected.

While the oil curve has been trading in backwardation for some
time, we now expect to see contracts for delivery in the future
rising as well. The futures prices need to find a new equilibrium
from which we could see new oil supplies to resume. Once

Nothing ever moves in a straight line – e.g. speculative positions
are at extreme levels and the spike of the dollar could put some
pressure on oil prices as well. Moreover, oil price is unlikely to
break previous highs as long as the market doesn’t get more
clarity on how much OPEC and Russia are likely to boost oil
output up to fill the gap left by Venezuela and Iran.

Still, most market participants might not be prepared
for what will happen to oil prices over the next couple
of years. Unless we see a serious economic downturn or
the OPEC agreement breaking up, oil is more likely to
trade upwards than downward.
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With rising geopolitical
risks and supply
disruptions around Iran
and Venezuela growing,
the danger is that oil
prices spike toward,
and perhaps beyond,

$100
even earlier
than
expected
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Hot Topic:
Jordan at a
critical juncture
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Early June, the government of Jordan’s Prime Minister Hani Mulki resigned after anger erupted on
the streets over a proposed tax law and other austerity measures.
Below, we review some of the key fundamentals of Jordan’s economy and the triggers for this social
unrest. We then share our thoughts on how the situation could evolve in the coming months and
what are the investment implications.

Some background information on Jordan’s economy
The Jordanian economy is one of the smallest economies in the region and is classified by the World Bank as an “UpperMiddle Income” Country. The economy, which boasts a GDP of almost $40 billion (as of 2016), grew at an average rate of
8% per annum between 2004 and 2008, and around 2.6% 2010 onwards.
Jordan’s economy is relatively well diversified. Trade and finance combined account for nearly one-third of GDP; transportation
and communication, public utilities, and construction account for one-fifth, and mining and manufacturing constitute
nearly another fifth. Despite plans to expand the private sector, the state remains the dominant force in Jordan’s economy.
The official currency is the Jordanian dinar, which is pegged to the IMF’s special drawing rights (SDRs), equivalent to an
exchange rate of 1 US$ = 0.709 dinar, or approximately 1 dinar = 1.41044 dollars. In 2000, Jordan joined the World Trade
Organization and signed the Jordan–United States Free Trade Agreement, thus becoming the first Arab country to establish
a free trade agreement with the United States. Jordan enjoys advanced status with the EU, which has facilitated greater
access to export to European markets. Due to slow domestic growth, high energy and food subsidies and a bloated publicsector workforce, Jordan usually runs annual budget deficits.
The country’s populace suffers from relatively high rates of unemployment and poverty.

Strengths (+) and weaknesses (-) of the Jordan’s economy
(+) Strong international support

the contribution of the tourism sector to national growth.

Jordan enjoys strong (financial) support from the US, the GCC
and Saudi Arabia in particular. However, we note that assistance
from the Gulf so far in 2018 has been limited to a grant from
Kuwait (At the time of our writing, Saudi, Kuwait and UAE pledged
$2.5 billion in aid to Jordan). The U.S. recently committed to give
Jordan more than $6 billion in assistance over the next five years,
up from the current $1 billion a year. The government has said $1.5
billion is expected in 2018 but only $300 million is going to the
budget while the rest is directed to military and projects spending.

A Bloomberg report highlighted that Tourist arrivals increased
to 4.56m in 2017 from 4.23m in 2016 - which came from an
increase in both Arab and non-Arab tourist arrivals. According
to the statistics, the total number of visitors grew by 7.8% year
on year in 2017, while tourism revenue rose by 14.7% to
JD3.29bn (US$4.64bn) and the number of people employed in
the sector was up by 1.8% to 51,270. The ministry aims to
double the number of tourist arrivals from the current level by
2022, although that target appears too optimistic despite the
strong growth in 2017.

On the other hand, the political news coming from Washington
and Jerusalem are not reassuring. The process to liquidate the
whole Palestinian rights in an independent and sovereign state
is melting. The “Deal of the Century” is rejected by all Palestinian
factions. How this would impact the economic situation in
Jordan is still fraught with difficult possibilities.
(+) Tourism potential
Jordan is a popular destination for tourists, especially from the
GCC, due to historical sites, for example the ancient city of Petra.
Mid-May, the King praised the tourism ministry for its past efforts,
which, combined with an improved security situation in the
Middle East, have led to a rebound in tourist arrivals in 2017,
while stressing that further actions are needed in order to increase

Jordan is encouraging low-cost carriers to operate flights.
Ryanair is now planning to schedule flights from Cyprus and
negotiations are under way with UK-based EasyJet to offer
flights from the UK to Aqaba, which is likely to attract tourists
from countries such as China; the number of Chinese tourists
visiting Jordan was just 35,979 in 2017. The tourism ministry’s
strategy includes efforts to widen its tourism offering-such as
developing medical tourism, and improving human resource
training in the sector and the quality of services provided to
visitors at an affordable cost. Jordan does have the advantage
of a broad tourism offering and the potential to develop new
niche areas, such as adventure and eco-tourism, which could
boost tourist arrivals and benefit the economy.
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(+) Well educated & skilled workforce
The proportion of well-educated and skilled workers in Jordan
is among the highest in the region in sectors such as
Information, Communication and Technology (ICT) and
Industry, due to a relatively modern educational system. This
has attracted large foreign investments to Jordan and has
enabled the country to export its workforce to the GCCs.
Flows of remittances to Jordan grew rapidly, particularly
during the end of the 1970s and 1980s, and remains an
important source of external funding. Remittances from
Jordanian expatriates were $3.8 billion in 2015, listing Jordan
as fourth largest recipient in the region.
(+) Potash exploration in dead sea
Jordan’s minerals exports constitute almost 8% of total
exports. The APC (Arab Potash Company) is currently among
the top ten potash producers globally. Production in 2017
was 2.3m tonnes and sales, of which about 90% were
exported, reached 2.6m tonnes, up by 16% compared with
2016.
(-) Economic growth remains subdued
Pre-crisis growth numbers were impressive, with four
consecutive years of +8% real GDP growth per year. Since the
crisis, however, growth declined to about 2-3%.
The Great Recession and the turmoil caused by the Arab
Spring have depressed Jordan’s GDP growth, damaging trade,
industry, construction and tourism. Tourist arrivals have
dropped sharply since 2011. Since 2011, the natural gas
pipeline in Sinai supplying Jordan from Egypt was attacked 32
times by Islamic State affiliates. Jordan incurred billions of
dollars in losses because it had to substitute more expensive

2.2

heavy-fuel oils to generate electricity. In November 2012, the
government cut subsidies on fuel, increasing its price. The
decision, which was later revoked, caused large scale protests
to break out across the country.
Economic growth should reach 2.2 percent in 2018, which is
not enough to address unemployment at its highest in 20
years in a country whose population is growing at 3.1 percent
annually. The main downward driver remains the regional
geopolitical situation, severely affecting the country’s trade
ties with Iraq.
(-) High dependence on food and energy imports
Jordan is a net oil importer and the insufficiency of natural
resources makes the country highly dependent on import of
basic necessities, such as food, water and energy. This is an
issue as commodity prices are now on the rise.
As part of the National Energy Strategy, Jordan’s government
has taken actions to reduce its dependence on oil imports as
the major source of energy. In 2015, a contract for the supply
of liquid natural gas (LNG) was signed with Shell, which
should meet about 15% of Jordan’s energy need. This will
make Jordan less dependent on LNG supply from Egypt, for
which Jordan signed a 15 year contract in 2002, but which
has been unpredictable in its delivery track record in recent
years. Also, Jordan signed a contract with Algeria to provide
LNG. Finally, another contract was signed with Saudi Arabia,
which is coping with a huge excess supply of electricity and
will allow Jordan to tap into its electricity network.
Domestically, Jordan is investing heavily in solar and wind
energy, while also opting to use Russian technology to increase
its nuclear power capacity. In fact, nuclear energy should
supply half the energy needs of the country in 2025.

%

Jordan’s economic growth should reach 2.2 percent in
2018, which is not enough to address unemployment at
its highest in 20 years in a country whose population is
growing at 3.1 percent annually.
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(-) High level of debt and weak fiscal position
Jordan’s total foreign debt in 2011 was $19 billion, representing
60% of its GDP. In 2016, the debt reached $35.1 billion
representing 93% of its GDP. This substantial increase is
attributed to effects of regional instability causing a decrease in
tourist activity, decreased foreign investments, increased
military expenditure, attacks on Egyptian pipeline, the collapse
of trade with Iraq and Syria, expenses from hosting Syrian
refugees and accumulated interests from loans. According to
the World Bank, Syrian refugees have cost Jordan more than
$2.5 billion a year, amounting to 6% of the GDP and 25% of
the government›s annual revenue. Foreign aid covers only a

small part of these costs as 63% of the total costs are covered
by Jordan.
The IMF agreed on a loan in 2016 conditioned by reforms. An
austerity program was adopted by the government which aims
to reduce Jordan’s debt-to-GDP ratio to 77 percent by 2021.
The program succeeded in preventing the debt from rising
above 95% in 2018. The low level of fiscal flexibility is caused
by high deficits, modest revenue and weak expenditure flexibility.
The government is taking actions to increase revenue. But the
recent rise of global commodity prices, increasing interest rates
and the very high level of debt are likely to put even more
pressure on the budget and ability to borrow.
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(-) Falling FX reserves, bank increasing dollarization and
rising current account deficit
Forex reserves have been under pressure and cover about 2.2
months of imports at this stage. We have also been witnessing
a trend towards increasing dollarization in the banking sector
(roughly 20% of deposits). The current account deficit is also
large as a share of GDP (roughly 10%) but in absolute terms,
it is only about USD3.5bn.
(-) Geopolitical risk and social risks remain high
The main short-term as well as long-term risk for Jordan
remains the conflict in Syria and Iraq, which could potentially
lead to political instability in Jordan. This would reduce tourism,
investments and increase the fiscal deficit. The effect on
tourism is especially important since that is a sizable part of
Jordan’s economy and an important source of foreign reserves.
But the effect on Jordan’s fiscal deficit, which could balloon

again as military expenses to fight ISIS might increase, and a
further influx of refugees puts increasing pressure on the
government’s resources. Refugees from Syria already amount
to around 1 million, while also 600,000 other Syrians have
moved to Jordan (population 7.7m). Compounding this
pressure on society are the Palestinians (roughly 3.2 million)
that have fled from Palestine and Israel over the past decade. In
a sense, this means the country and its population are
experienced in taking in these amounts of refugees. Nonetheless,
the country is already suffering which means the social situation
could worsen rather quickly. The most worrying indicators are
unemployment which exceeds over 18.5 per cent, poverty that
stands at 25 per cent, and a rise in the real cost of living of 3.5
per cent in contrast with constant wages and incomes. Both
trade and industry are not healthy, and 2018 may witness a
large wave of bankruptcies or near bankruptcy as a result of
increasing costs, lower sales and shortage of cash.
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Triggers for the social unrest
In order to curb rising budget deficits and in the face of lower
than expected international financial support, the government
has been attempting to pass a tax law under an IMF-supported
reform program to improve collection, curb evasion and boost
revenues, with a target of 300 million dinars ($423 million)
annually.
The new budget imposes a VAT on 165 products, including
basic ones. It also increases in the price of fuel, electricity and
water, with a 20% tax increase on tobacco and a 9% increase
on public transportation. The hikes were intended to meet the
requirements of an International Monetary Fund loan, which
expect Jordan to cut down its national debt of $40 billion.
Then came the new income tax bill of Prime Minister Hani alMulqi, which was supposed to get parliamentary approval. The
new income tax raised the amount levied on businesses to 40%
from 35%, with manufacturers of food and other basic products
pay 30% instead of 24%. Individuals will start paying income
tax at $22,700 per family – down from $40,000, and at
$11,200 per single individual, down from $17,000. Overall, the
government announced its goal of raising the number of
taxpayers from 4.5% to 10% of the population. It also made
failure to pay taxes a criminal offense punishable by time in jail
and high fines.
Protests started early June after the government referred the
law to the lower house of parliament for endorsement. They
escalated rapidly when prices of electricity and several types of

fuel were hiked. The King suspended the increases but that
wasn’t enough to appease protesters who demanded the
withdrawal of the law and the sacking of the government of
Prime Minister Hani Mulki. Talks with trade unions failed to find
a solution.
It is estimated that more than 200,000 Jordanians rallied
across the country during the first week-end of June, after tens
of thousands had demonstrated during the week in solidarity
with a general strike by 33 unions.
The last time economic protests threatened the stability of the
Jordanian crown was in 1989, with demands to fire Prime
Minister Zeid a-Rifa’I, institute democratic reforms, and renew
the abolished subsidies on essential consumer products. King
Hussein acquiesced to almost all those demands.
Now Hussein’s heir is facing the most critical periods of his 19
years reign. With unemployment in Jordan at 18%, the King is
truly between the rock and the hard place. His first response
was to fire the prime minister and replace him by Omar Al
Razzaz, who was education minister in the outgoing
administration. In a sign that tax hikes could be shelved, the
Petra news agency, citing the speaker of parliament, said
lawmakers were on course to ask the King’s permission to hold
an exceptional session, with a majority demanding the changes
to be withdrawn. Meanwhile, the King said the new government
must conduct a full review of the country’s tax system and
launch a dialogue over the planned income tax law.

The new budget imposes a
VAT on 165 products,
including basic ones. It also
increases in the price of
fuel, electricity and water,
with a 20% tax increase on
tobacco and a 9% increase
on public transportation.
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What’s next?

What is currently happening
in Jordan is a symptom of
much broader forces that
have undermined the growth
outlook since 2011.
What’s actually surprising to
us is that this does not occur
more frequently in the
country.
At first glance, Jordan is facing a “textbook” Emerging Markets
crisis situation: record amount of debt, rising twin deficit, falling
currency reserves (while being pegged to the dollar), increasing
bank dollarization, low growth and high unemployment rate.
Some cyclical forces (rising commodity prices and rising interest
rates) are worsening the situation. And the (resulting) social
unrest makes it politically very difficult to implement austerity
measures and reforms.
That said, the geopolitical situation is likely to play a key role
here. Jordan is a key ally of the U.S and the GCCs. Moreover,
Jordan has the largest border with Israel and is one of the two
Arab countries which has a peace treaty with Israel. The King
appears to be on reasonably good terms with the Trump
administration. This is important because even if these tax
hikes are put on hold and the new IMF funding doesn’t go
through, there is a strong likelihood for some extension of the
financial aid coming from these allies. Indeed, Jordan’s security
and stability is seen as vital for the U.S and the GCCs.
We would also highlight that the protests in Jordan seem to be
against policies, not the political system. According to observers,
demonstrators showed high degree of nationalistic, political
consciousness and unity. As such, an Arab spring in Jordan
looks unlikely.

Last but not least, we would note that the newly appointed
Prime minister is a very high caliber Harvard graduate and has
the potential to move the country in the right direction. His
impact on the Jordan educational sector over the last two years
has been truly remarkable.
A stabilization of the situation should help the JOD’s peg to the
USD to hold. Given the structural and cyclical headwinds
mentioned earlier in this report, there is indeed a risk of de-peg
but our base case is the status-quo.
A worst-case scenario would involve a worsening of the social
unrest, a debt crisis and a de-peg of JOD to the USD. From our
point of view, the trigger for such an outcome would be
exogenous to Jordan and comes in the form of surging
commodity prices, rising interest rates or global shortage of
dollar funding. In such a scenario, Jordan will not be the only
frontier market to suffer.
From an investment point of view, we do not own any Jordan
stock in our Mena equities portfolio, although we have some of
the highest quality Jordan companies on our watch list. We also
note that Jordan Sovereign debt at around 7% yield to maturity
on the 10 year is already pricing in a lot of bad news.
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The ancient Silk Road was a trading network
that connected civilizations. Roman, Greek,
Arab and Indian merchants, among others,
worked their way along the route. Goods, such
as coveted Chinese silk, were traded, alongside
culture, technologies and philosophies.
China now looks to the future while seeking
to resurrect past glories with its Silk Road
Economic Belt and the Maritime Silk Road,
together known as the One Belt and One Road
initiative (Obor) or the Belt and Road
Initiative (BRI).
One glance at a map of China’s Belt and Road Initiative shows how the Middle East & North Africa are well placed to take advantage
of this US$900 billion infrastructure development plan. “Belt and Road, the most far-reaching and significant initiative China has
ever put forward, has huge implications for the Middle East, which in parallel is implementing economic transformation plans,” says
Matthew Wallace, Head of Global Banking for the Middle East, North Africa, Turkey and Sub-Saharan Africa at HSBC. “Against the
backdrop of these programs in the Middle East, and China’s championing of expanded economic integration, opportunities abound.”

Sino-MENA trade is surging
World Bank data show that trade between China and the
Middle East and Turkey has surged, reaching US$230 billion in
2016 from $89 billion a decade ago. Furthermore, Sino–GCC
trade has increased from just under USD10 billion in 2000 to
USD114 billion in 2016. Taken as a group, the GCC ranks as
China’s eighth largest source of imports and eighth largest
export destination. Outside the Asia-Pacific, the Middle East is
becoming China’s most important region. This shows that relations
between the two regions are strengthening as governments
work to create a robust financing ecosystem so businesses can
take advantage of these ambitious policy visions. In December
2015 Abu Dhabi Crown Prince Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed
visited China, agreeing on a US$10 billion joint strategic investment
fund that Chinese President Xi Jinping said would support BRI
activities. In January 2016 President Xi visited Egypt, signing 21
investment and aid deals worth US$15 billion, while in August

that year China’s vice foreign minister visited Turkey to foster
stronger relations in this key intersection between Asia and
Europe. And in 2017 Saudi Arabia’s King Salman undertook a
month-long tour of Asia to solidify ties, overseeing the signing
of some US$65 billion in economic and trade deals with China
in fields including energy and renewables.
The scale of financing is thus consequent and while there is
considerable state-backed funding, the vast majority of the
required capital will be raised and invested by the private sector.
While Chinese state-owned and commercial banks as well as
multilateral banks will support BRI funding, the private sector will
also play a significant role. This includes arranging bridge financing;
facilitating equity capital from governments, funds and public and
private equity markets; and longer-term bond issuance, including
green bond issuance for renewable energy and sustainability.
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MENA’s positioning on the Belt & Road (source: HSBC)

CHINA BECAME THE LARGEST FOREIGN INVESTOR IN THE
MIDDLE EAST IN 2017, DRIVEN BY THE BRI.3
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• Khalifa Port: Developing a
manufacturing base for Chinese
companies and operating a
container terminal
• Expo 2020: Infrastructure and
construction
• Dubai Vision 2021: Strategic projects
in infrastructure, transport, renewable
energy, advanced technology

• Energy: Oil storage and
petrochemicals plants
• Renewables: Solar energy materials
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• Infrastructure: Construction and
advanced technology
• Information, Communications and
Technonolgy: NEOM, a city of the
future Entertainment: Cultural theme
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• Suez Canal is China’s primary shipping
route to its largest market, Europe
• China is the largest investor in the Suez
Canal Corridor, an industrial zone
covering 461 square km and comprising
four sections and six ports7
• China’s State Grid is expanding Egypt’s
electricity transmission network

Businesses in the UAE should expect to be among key beneficiaries of any anticipated boost to economic activity generated by the
development of China’s Belt & Road Initiative through the Middle East. For instance, UAE Jebel Ali port is by far the world’s busiest
port outside of Asia and a key connection point for China’s Belt & Road Initiative (BRI), which is vital as investment flows from
China through the UAE to the rest of the world accelerate. This is a theme we already highlighted in a previous Perspectives when
we developed our bullish thesis on DP World.
HSBC’s Trade Navigator report published earlier this year revealed that 77 per cent of UAE businesses responding to the survey
expect trade volumes to grow over the coming 12 months and almost two thirds of respondents (62 per cent) expect to see a jump
in services trade, with China forecast to be a top three import and export partner for firms in the UAE between now and 2030. The
report highlighted the UAE’s status as a strategic trade hub over the long term and urged companies to evaluate how they can
maximize benefits from trade initiatives, given the UAE’s strong existing ties — and free trade agreements — with economies in
China, the European Union and beyond.

How Middle East can benefit from China’s Belt and Road initiative?
Nations in the Middle East know they stand to gain from the
Belt and Road initiative. Events are changing fast on the ground.
For the Middle East, although the China–Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC) Initiative is important, it is the Maritime Silk
Road (MSR) Initiative that is viewed as the priority.
Belt and Road is a combination of two schemes: a 21st Century
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MSR and a Silk Road Economic Belt. Both initiatives were
announced by Chinese President Xi Jinping in 2013, according to
a report issued in October by law firm Baker McKenzie entitled
“Belt & Road: Opportunity & Risk”. Belt and Road is open to all
countries and organizations, but official maps and documents
emphasize the importance of more than 60 countries in Asia,
the Middle East, Eastern Africa, and Eastern Europe.

“The maritime ‘road’ will be a major opportunity for consumer and
industrial firms as it accounts for 63% of the global population
and 44% of its GDP, excluding China. Thus, China senses a
vacuum that needs filling. “The plan laid out in [Xi Jinping’s
address to the Chinese Communist Party Congress in October]
speech reaffirmed China’s resolve to participate in the big global
issues that will shape the world over the next 50 years. Sensing
a void left by shifts in US policy, China has already shown signs
of wanting to take the lead in environmental and global trade
issues,” said Guy Dunn, CEO of EMIS, a unit of Euromoney.
Jonathon Fulton, assistant professor of political science at
Zayed University, United Arab Emirates (UAE), said that the
Middle East is one of the most important regions to the future
success of the Belt and Road. However, of the six proposed
corridors – the New Eurasian Land Bridge, CPEC, the China–
Central West Asia Economic Corridor (CCWAEC), China–
Mongolia–Russia Economic Corridor, China–Indochina Peninsula
Economic Corridor, and China–Myanmar–Bangladesh–India
Economic Corridor – none formally includes Gulf Co-operation

Council (GCC) states. That is where the MSR comes in. All
available maps depicting its route indicate that the Red Sea will
be a focus of development, raising the likelihood that Chinese
ties to Saudi Arabia could focus on assisting with the kingdom’s
west coast development. However, the pulling power of ports in
the UAE means that China is overlooking the Arab Peninsula.
Other analysts have stressed that little is etched in stone
concerning Belt and Road at this stage. “There is a good deal of
hype about the Belt and Road and for the moment it is a broad
conceptual framework, rather than a formal policy or even a
well-defined strategy,” said Rahul Sharan, lead research analyst
at Drewry Maritime Research. “Furthermore, there is no
dedicated organization to co-ordinate Belt and Road investment
and it is being driven by 50-plus single organization enterprises
co-operating with various parties. A key objective of Belt and
Road is to achieve greater economic integration between Asia,
Europe, and Africa. In theory it should lead to massive
development of infrastructure, including roads, railways, ports,
and oil and gas pipelines.”

Despite the lack of tangible Belt and Road projects in GCC states, all the
countries in the region are keen to engage with China.
Official Sino-GCC ties have been developing at the highest level
for well over a decade. In 2004, a joint delegation of six GCC
finance ministers visited China and signed a framework agreement
on economic, trade, investment, and technological co-operation
in order to encourage and facilitate the flow of commodities and
services between the two sides, according to China’s Ministry of

Foreign Affairs (MFA). “[The GCC states] all have strong ties to
China and have expressed support for the Belt and Road. At
the same time, two major Belt and Road projects, CPEC, which
connects mainland China with Gwadar port, Pakistan and
CCWAEC, have important strategic implications for the GCC,”
said Fulton.

The interest of China for Oil, Gas and renewables
China is also taking a key interest in the energy assets of the
Middle East. “[Some] 74% of Chinese investments in the Middle
East are in the form of project finance. The importance of project
finance is only 30% in developed countries,” said Alicia Garcia
Herrero at Natixis in Hong Kong, who believes that Belt and Road
investment in the Middle East is skewed towards China’s longterm energy requirements. “Belt and Road is clearly bringing a
large pool of financing to the Middle East, which is particularly
welcome in the current environment [of weaker oil revenues].
However, Chinese financing does not seem to be directed to
changing the economic structure of Middle Eastern economies.
If anything, it could actually increase their dependence on the
oil and gas industry,” she said. “In the same vein, China does not
seem to be keeping the ownership of the projects it is embarking
on in the region. The main reason for this may be explained by
the higher risk involved when investing in the Middle East, at
least according to China’s perception.”
However, Fulton does not believe that oil and gas is China’s sole
motivation for interest in the Middle East’s energy project
potential. “A focus on oil and gas misses out on the geo-strategic
importance of the Arabian Peninsula for the Belt and Road’s

success. It’s right in the middle of the MSR, and if that part of
the Belt and Road is going to work, a stable GCC is going to be
an important element,” Fulton said. “Gulf-based state trading
enterprises (STEs) have the option to sell a portion of their
energy, not only in the private market, but also to make a private
placement to another entity. It could be very convenient [for
Gulf players] to sell some of their interests to a Chinese STE
with an interest in shipping, ports, and international trade. This
option is perhaps overlooked when discussing the implications
of the Belt and Road. Furthermore, Fulton believes that while
oil and gas are an important element of Belt and Road, national
development projects in the GCC require significant investment,
and construction and infrastructure contracts, in order to
develop more balanced economies in the region. “The 1+2+3
co-operation pattern China put forth in its Arab Policy Paper
last year emphasizes renewable energy co-operation, which
we’re seeing more of between China and the GCC, such as the
recent solar complex bid that Shanghai Power won [with Saudi
Arabia’s Acwa Power] to build the Mohamed bin Rashid Al
Maktoum Solar Complex [in Dubai], and the nuclear co-operation
between China and Saudi Arabia.”
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As highlighted in this edition, the expansionary U.S Fiscal policy at a time when the Federal Reserve is
starting to decrease the size of its balance sheet is creating some challenges for global markets as we
start to see some ominous signs of a dollar shortage. Emerging markets and European banks are
probably the most exposed to this risk. Meanwhile, the trend towards accommodating fiscal stance is
not just a U.S phenomena as shown in the case of Italy or Turkey. In our view, these policies are
designed to relentlessly drive debt levels ever higher. Much of these accumulated debt will have to be
repudiated at some point through default, debt cancellation or inflation.

For this reason, we expect real assets (equities, commodities
and real estate) to outperform nominal assets (cash and bonds)
in the years to come.
Meanwhile, there continue to be plentiful of investment
opportunities and the Middle East region is one of them.
Despite the high level of stress which has been observed in
emerging markets over the last few weeks, the S&P Pan Arab
index (in $) is up 8% since the start of the year, a performance
similar to the Nasdaq. Going forward, we continue to find
plenty of alpha opportunities in our regional markets.
While our forecasts and views are always subject to change, our commitment to serve our clients is not.
We remain at your full disposal for any specific issues you would like to discuss, so please don’t hesitate
to contact us.
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